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Principles for Board Governance of Cyber Risk
Accelerating digitalization puts new pressures on companies to overhaul their business models and, indeed, fundamentally reimagine how they conduct business. Given that companies are increasingly judged on how well they protect their own information as well as the data entrusted to them by customers and partners, cybersecurity and cyber resilience have become vital concerns for any trustworthy organization.

The growth of our global digital footprint has ensured that cybersecurity will remain a priority for business leaders for years to come. As a result, cybersecurity governance will continue to be a matter of importance for boards of directors. As we are seeing when boards consider environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors, companies that manage the entire portfolio of risks, including cyber, do better in the marketplace.

As a result of a rapidly changing cyber-threat landscape and proliferating regulations, it has become clear that boards, especially, need stronger foundations to govern cyber risks effectively. This report details the work of the leading organizations in this field, the World Economic Forum, the National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD) and the Internet Security Alliance (ISA), along with our global partners and our project adviser, PwC; in it we share our consensus-based, principled approach to delivering successful cyber-risk governance at board level.

There is a need for a cohesive, global, cross-border approach to cyber-risk governance. We therefore convened a group of cybersecurity and functional experts, including senior security, legal and risk officers, business leaders and industry experts, to explore methodologies for boards of directors to follow in improving the cyber-risk position of their organizations regardless of location or industry. These practices and approaches were further validated by members of the boards of some of the most advanced companies in the world. The work that follows represents the collaborative efforts of that group to shape the principles and supporting practices for boards of directors. Their adoption will strengthen cybersecurity and resilience across organizations and environments.

In the NACD Board Survey, 60.5% of board directors identified cybersecurity as a “very important” or “important” area for improvement over the next 12 months.
Executive summary

This report outlines six globally applicable principles to aid board directors in governing cyber risk.

Cyber risk remains among the top risks facing business organizations today. The World Economic Forum’s Global Risk Report 2021 lists cybersecurity failure as a top “clear and present danger” and critical global threat. As with any major enterprise issue, it is important for the board of directors and leadership to set the tone at the top and define how their organizations must address cybersecurity.

This document is the result of collaboration between the World Economic Forum, National Association of Corporate Directors (NACD), Internet Security Alliance (ISA) and a working group of industry professionals, supported by project adviser PwC. These organizations came together to build a set of consensus principles that recognized up-to-date techniques for cyber-risk governance. Building off existing guidance and through an iterative development process, this group developed six consensus principles for cybersecurity board governance.

This paper is designed for corporate directors to reference and follow as they set cybersecurity strategy and engage with stakeholders from across their business and their sector on the issue of cyber risk. In exercising the board’s oversight function, we recognize that the best action for the board is to demand, review and analyse management’s plans for cyber risks. The contents within provide guidance, examples and critical questions that directors may find useful as they seek to understand their organization’s current position, exercise their oversight function and set future goals.

![Global risks horizon](source: Adapted from World Economic Forum Global Risk Report 2021.)
Background

Six principles were developed collaboratively by experts on cyber risk in order to integrate and update the leading guidance for directors.

This paper is not the first guidance to be released on the issue of corporate cybersecurity governance. In fact, since 2017, which saw the publication of the original World Economic Forum’s Advancing Cyber Resilience: Principles and Tools for Boards and the NACD/ISA Director’s Handbook, numerous resources have been created.

The intention of this work was to find areas of consensus among the leading publications to appeal to a wider, global audience of boards and management teams. The set of principles defined below were developed through the integration of the NACD/ISA 2020 guidance and the World Economic Forum’s 2017 publication on the same topic. The principles were then reviewed, discussed and revised in detail by a working group of industry professionals, including representatives of NACD and ISA, with further guidance by non-executive directors of the board from a cross-section of industry-leading companies.

The format of these principles is designed to be easy to digest and aligned with the level of oversight required for corporate directors. Each principle is defined and briefly described, additional perspective being provided in the form of brief implementation guidance statements that demonstrate effective implementation of the principles.

What five trends do you foresee having the greatest effect on your company over the next 12 months?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trend</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increased competition for talent</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing cybersecurity threats</td>
<td>38.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Growing business-model disruptions</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensuring a safe working environment for employees</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increasing pace of digital transformation</td>
<td>49.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Principles for board governance of cyber risk

The six consensus principles are designed to support board oversight of a cyber-resilient organization while driving strategic goals.

Next, this report expands on these principles, with additional context to facilitate adoption and understanding. Additionally, included under each principle are important steps that board directors may take in order to improve cyber-risk governance within the enterprise.
The cyber-risk principles in depth

Each principle is defined with additional information and brief guidance to demonstrate effective implementation.

2.1 Cybersecurity is a strategic business enabler

Cybersecurity is more than just an IT issue

Cyberthreats are persistent, strategic enterprise risks for all organizations regardless of the industry in which they operate. Effective organizational cybersecurity directly contributes to both value preservation and new opportunities to create value for the enterprise and larger society. Navigating this risk requires a culture of cybersecurity with leadership commitment to, and modelling of, good cybersecurity decision-making.

Key considerations for the board:
- Hardwire cyber-risk considerations into key operational and strategic decision-making process, including the adoption of cyber risk as a recurring agenda item for full board meetings
- View each major new digital transformation initiative through the lens of cyber risk
- Determine which board committee should have primary oversight of cyber-risk issues
- Analyse cybersecurity issues with respect to their strategic implications and as part of enterprise risk; additionally, analyse business strategy and business model considerations with respect to cybersecurity issues
- Ask executives to identify opportunities to use cybersecurity as a market differentiator/business driver

In the NACD Board Survey, 70% of board directors reported viewing cybersecurity as “a strategic, enterprise risk”.

In a survey of more than 400 global companies, conducted by PwC in Q4 2020, 52% of board member respondents reported making significant progress in improving customer trust in the past three years as a result of strengthened cybersecurity practices.
Understand the economic drivers and impact of cyber risk

Enterprise decision-making requires analysis of the economics of cyber risk

Many business initiatives that drive profitability can also increase cyber risk. In order for organizations to make effective business decisions, risk determinations should focus on the financial impact to the organization, including trade-offs between digital transformation and cyber risk. By using scenario planning, leaders in the organization can consider potential gains and losses relative to other business priorities and obligations. Leaders should also measure cyber risk (empirically and economically) against strategic objectives, regulatory and statutory requirements, business outcomes and cost of acceptance, mitigation or transfer.

Key considerations for the board:

- Review and approve the organization’s cyber-risk appetite, or tolerance, in the context of the company’s risk profile and strategic goals by ensuring management has:
  - Defined cyber-risk appetite levels in financial terms to inform decision-making and developed key metrics to measure overall cyber-risk management performance
- Implemented a programme that seeks to identify cyber-risk scenarios that align with the organization’s risk profile and establish a risk appetite
- Provided the board with detailed rationales for the organization’s determination of materiality of risk, including cyber risk, based on an indication of the risk’s reputational, customer, financial and other relevant impacts as part of its regular risk-management monitoring framework
- Instruct management to establish a consistent framework, using industry-accepted risk quantification models, for calculating the potential economic impact and likelihood of cybersecurity scenarios
- Require continuous examination of comparative measurements and metrics for cyber risk. Industry-accepted frameworks and reporting can guide data-driven decisions, aligning risk appetite with organizational goals and strategy
- Base cyber-risk management decisions on the potential impact and likelihood of risk events and functional loss or exposure

Economic decision-making in the context of cyber risk

Choosing to enter a new market may have substantial business advantages. However, the cyber risks—such as additional network connections, theft of IP and new regulatory exposure—could be just as, or even more, substantial. This is a strategic business decision for the board.

The board needs to consider not just the economic upside of the new market but the economic downside of the cyber risk. Management should provide the board with an empirical and economic assessment of the probable extent of cyber risks versus the probable business advantages using modern risk-assessment techniques that enable such analysis. This analysis also helps determine the appropriate risk-mitigation or risk-transfer mechanisms available to compensate for the risk.

37% of organizations strongly agree that quantifying risks leads to better management of cyber risks against the spend; chief executive officers are more likely to strongly agree.

However, only 17% of organizations say they are realizing the benefits from better quantification of cyber risk.
Align cyber-risk management with business needs

Boards should understand and assess how to effectively manage cyber risks in the pursuit of business objectives

By focusing on how to treat cyber risks (through avoidance, acceptance, mitigation or transfer), organizations can build a security profile that aligns with business needs and defined risk tolerances or risk appetite. Effective governance of any enterprise requires clear alignment between cyber-risk management and business objectives across every facet of decision-making, including mergers and acquisitions, business transformation, innovation, digitalization, pricing, product development, market expansion etc.

Key considerations for the board:
- Critically review the organization’s business strategy and drivers (e.g. digital growth) in the context of their cyber-risk implications
- Require management (i.e. the entire C-suite) to report to the board on the cybersecurity implications of their activities, including relevant cyber risks, risk ownership and alignment to the enterprise risk-management programme, while not neglecting to cover how decisions on cyber risk are tracked
- Require management to report to the board with well-developed, written and tested plans (or roles in the overall plan) to counter adverse cyber events
- Require management to integrate cyber-risk analysis into significant business decisions (e.g. launching a new product or publishing an app), along with effective assurances of the information’s quality and comprehensiveness
- Require management to provide the board with roadmaps on how the company makes determinations of risk materiality that inform regulatory obligations
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2.4 Ensure organizational design supports cybersecurity

Organizational structure should integrate and support security and strategic goals

Organizations should design an internal governance structure that addresses cybersecurity on an enterprise-wide basis. This includes defining clear ownership, authority and key performance indicators (KPIs) among all internal stakeholders for critical risk management and reporting responsibilities. It also demands the integration of cybersecurity practices into how the business operates and makes decisions.

Key considerations for the board:
- Review the organizational structure to ensure that the cybersecurity function is adequately represented across the business, internal groups and leadership
- Understand the basis for, and challenge the assignment of, important roles and lines of accountability for cybersecurity strategy, policy and execution
- Set expectations that cybersecurity and cyber-risk functions are to receive adequate staffing and funding and monitor the efficacy of these determinations
- Inspire a cybersecurity culture and encourage collaboration between the cybersecurity function and all stakeholders relating to, and accountable for, cyber risk at various levels (e.g. compliance, privacy etc.)
- Ensure an accountable officer has authority and responsibility to coordinate cyber-risk strategy throughout the organization and that the organization has a comprehensive plan for data governance

In a survey of more than 400 global companies, conducted by PwC in Q4 2020, 44% of board member respondents stated that their organizations have made significant progress over the past three years in improving employee experiences with the cyber function. Meanwhile, 46% of board member respondents reported their companies making significant progress over the same period in more effective alignment between risk management and their organization’s cyber programme.
Incorporate cybersecurity expertise into board governance

Boards need diverse sources of cybersecurity expertise

Boards must avail themselves of external industry and other guidance as well as the cybersecurity expertise of fellow directors, third parties and internal resources to effectively oversee the organization’s cybersecurity within an appropriate structure focused on oversight. In light of the rapidly changing cyber landscape, board directors themselves must continually seek to expand their own knowledge of this topic.

Key considerations for the board:
- Build relationships with internal stakeholders who can provide expertise to guide strategic cybersecurity decisions, up to and including ensuring cyber expertise is represented on the board
- Partake in opportunities to increase board directors’ base level of knowledge on cyber risk
- Seek out third-party advisers and assessors – who report to the board regularly – to ensure effective oversight of management
- Consider periodic audits, reviews of cybersecurity strength and benchmarking by independent third parties
- Carry out regular sessions with the board to update the group on recent cyber incidents, trends, vulnerabilities and risk predictions. Use external third parties, where necessary, to ensure accuracy and competence

Board allies in cybersecurity

Directors, recognizing that cyber risk is an enterprise-wide concern, should look to a variety of executives and managers in order to ascertain the full impact of cyber risk on the organization. Each member of the management team has a responsibility to understand the impact of cyber risk within her or his remit and can therefore support the board’s effort to develop a holistic view. While the chief information security officer (CISO) may be some organizations’ foremost cyber-risk expert and main point of contact for the board on cyber-risk issues, the CISO need not work in isolation. Executives who can support the board’s understanding of cyber risk include:
- Chief risk officer
- General counsel/chief legal officer
- Chief information officer
- Chief technology officer
- Chief trust officer
- Chief privacy officer

This is a non-exhaustive list of allies the board can call upon to examine the company’s cyber risk.

Does the board need a “cyber expert”?  

Considering how pervasive cyber risk has become, some companies may seek to recruit board directors with cyber risk or cybersecurity expertise. While the question of how necessary this is arises with greater frequency as digital risk becomes more widely recognized as a feature of modern business, there is no one answer that will fit every company. At the outset, companies should consider whether the board would be better served by increasing the entire board’s understanding of cyber risk, rather than relying on a single member. Additionally, the board should consider the interface between cyber-risk management structures already in place with the board as well as the availability of “cyber experts” for recruitment and the specific attributes of expertise necessary in a candidate.
Encourage systemic resilience and collaboration

**Effective cyber-risk strategy includes improving the cyber resilience of industries and sectors**

The highly interconnected nature of modern organizations means we run the risk of failures that spread beyond one enterprise to affect entire industries, sectors, and economies. It is no longer sufficient just to ensure the cybersecurity of your own enterprise; rather, cyber resilience demands that organizations work in concert. Recognizing that only collective action and partnership can meet the systemic cyber-risk challenge effectively, senior strategic leaders must encourage collaboration across their industry and with public and private stakeholders to ensure that each entity supports the overall resilience of the interconnected whole.

**Key considerations for the board:**
- Develop a 360-degree view of the organization’s risk and resiliency posture to operate as a socially responsible party in the broader environment in which the business operates.
- Develop peer networks, including other board members, to share best governance practices across institutional boundaries.
- Ensure management has plans for effective collaboration, especially with the public sector, on improving cyber resilience.
- Ensure that management takes into account risks stemming from the broader industry connections (e.g., third parties, vendors and partners).
- Encourage management participation in industry groups and knowledge and information-sharing platforms.

**The systemic implications of cyber risk**

Cyber risks can arise from a company’s network of partners, suppliers and vendors. Although not common, supply-chain attacks can tear through increasingly interconnected companies, passing from vendor to partner, and wreaking havoc on industries and economies.

In 2017, the NotPetya attack spread from a malware-infected system in Ukraine to paralyse global shipping and cause an estimated $10 billion in damages to a wide variety of industries, from pharmaceuticals to construction, from personal care to consumer foodstuffs.\(^\text{16}\)

In 2020, malware was uploaded to much of the US federal government, including the Department of Defense, to 425 companies in the US Fortune 500, and to as-yet-untold other customers worldwide, by compromising an update installed by SolarWinds, a US-based technology infrastructure vendor.\(^\text{17}\) The extent of the damage likely to follow, or even the purpose of the attack, is still open to speculation.
Conclusion

Board directors should adopt the consensus principles described in this report to form the basis of an effective cyber-risk governance regime.

The board needs to understand cyber risk, and its role in governing this threat, to perform its oversight function effectively. It continues to be important for members of the board of directors and industry professionals to increase their knowledge of how to address cybersecurity within their organizations. This report offers an opportunity for directors to increase their understanding of cyber risk and provides guidance for interactions as board directors more fully embrace their role with regards to cyber risk.

As part of this body of work, the World Economic Forum, NACD and ISA will continue their shared efforts to enhance boards’ ability to incorporate cyber-risk planning into overall company strategy. Towards that end, our organizations have embarked on an effort to quantify the efficacy of these principles. What began as an offering of good practices here will soon expand into a research agenda that will help board directors to determine where best to apply their limited time and which aspects of the principles described here are likely to be the most crucial to implement in the shortest time frame. While all of the principles described in this report form the basis of an effective cyber-risk governance regime, soon we will understand what impact adoption of each principle is likely to have.

We ask readers of this report to adopt the principles described, endeavour to understand the impact of cyber risk on business strategy and work together to ensure that every organization is cyber resilient.
### Taxonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accountable officer</td>
<td>A senior executive within the organization who is responsible and accountable to the board for developing and implementing the organization's cyber-risk and resilience programme(^{18})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board and board of directors</td>
<td>Corporate fiduciaries responsible for overseeing management strategy, as well as the identification and planned response to enterprise-wide risks affecting a company and its value to stakeholders and shareholders(^{19})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber resilience</td>
<td>A dimension of cyber-risk management, representing the ability of systems and organizations to develop and execute long-term strategies to withstand cyber events;(^{20}) an organization’s ability to sustainably maintain, build and deliver intended business outcomes despite adverse cyber events(^{21})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyber risk</td>
<td>Probable loss event that materializes when a cyberthreat affects an asset of value and results in a material impact on an organization. Cyber risk can be measured as the probable frequency and the probable impact of a loss event(^{22})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consideration should be given to the following aspects of this risk:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Physical – core technical infrastructure of hardware and software*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Informational – content or data at rest or in transit*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>* Cognitive – knowledge, values, beliefs, intentions and perceptions of individuals and groups*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cybersecurity</td>
<td>The set of activities that protect networks, devices and data from unauthorized access or criminal use and the practice of ensuring confidentiality, integrity and availability of information and proper delivery of services(^{23})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systemic cyber risk</td>
<td>The risk that a cyber event (attack[s] or other adverse event[s]) at an individual component of a critical infrastructure ecosystem will cause significant delay, denial, breakdown, disruption or loss, such that not only are services affected in the originating component but consequences also cascade into related (logically and/or geographically) components of the ecosystem, resulting in significant adverse effects to public health or safety, economic security or national security(^{24})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Endnotes


4. FAIR Institute, Roundtable – Helping the Board Exercise Proper Cyber Risk Oversight (FAIRCON2020), 2020: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cdeWtHJitZs&t=64s (link as of 17/2/21).


10. These may take the form of internal assessment, external ratings or other tools available to the company.


13. Based, for instance, on an indication of the organization’s reputational, customer and financial impact.

14. For more on the accountable officer, please see the Taxonomy section.
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